14 DRAYTON MANOR DR, STRATFORD-UPON-AVON CV37 9RQ, UK
+44 1789 774880
DV8WORKS.COM

FORD RANGER CUSTOMS COLLECTION

CRAFTED TO PERFECTION
READY TO PERFORM
Nestled in the Warwickshire countryside is the bespoke world of
DV8 Works. Here our specialists develop limited edition customs
and enhance a client’s vehicle to reflect their personal desire.
Everything we add to your vehicle adds to its performance,
dynamics and purpose. Our team goes to inexhaustible
lengths to design and fabricate enhancements that enrich
your vehicle both in flawless aesthetics and performance.
Your DV8 custom awaits.

EVERYTHING JUST SO

TAILORED DESIGN
It all starts with your personal one-on-one design consultation.
Together we’ll talk through your vision, understanding every minute
detail. From this, we’ll create a proposal that brings everything to
life. Only once you’re 100% happy will we begin production.

QUALITY IN QUANTITY

PRECISION DETAILS
Every little detail matters. DV8 Works specialists set the bar
extremely high, never releasing a vehicle until everything is
just so. From mud guards to engine mapping, it’s all precision
engineered to perform.

NO COMPROMISES

NEVER THE EASY WAY
We go to extreme lengths to ensure quality and aesthetics are
in perfect balance. This isn’t necessarily the most cost-effective
approach for us, but it is the only way we’ll work.
Quality is paramount and we will never compromise on it.
Take the muscular Pedders 2” Suspension Lift Kit opposite.
We worked directly with Pedders to develop exactly the right feel
for the Ranger. It needed to be suitable for every day driving, and
then, at a moment’s notice go off-road or tow under extra weight.
Not easy, but together we delivered. With new springs, shocks
and rear leaf springs – they’re ready to perform.

PERFORMANCE CENTRIC

READY TO PERFORM
Naturally, form is important. But for DV8 Works, its function is just
as pivotal. Finding the balance of these two aspects is what we
believe defines a DV8 Works enhancement. Breathtaking visual
appeal that’s ready to deliver on performance.

DV8 WORKS

FORD RANGER
COLLECTION

DV8 WORKS FORD RANGER

HAWKE

DV8 WORKS FORD RANGER HAWKE

ICONIC PRESENCE
From every angle the Hawke is a confident, jaw-dropping piece of DV8 styling. Our specialists
have achieved a stunning vehicle that easily blends addictive looks with inviting performance.
It’s a vehicle that’s just as happy going from A to B as it is going off on any 4x4 adventure.

FITTED AS STANDARD
Custom DV8 Mamba Edition Matte Black
Alloy Wheels, coupled with 285//50/20
Cooper LTZ Tyres

DV8 Matte Black Front-Mount Nudge Bar

LED Smoked Rear Light

Privacy Glass

Black Pack ( Wildtrak ) All Grey Parts

Tailgate Dampers

Extended Wheel Arches

Raptor Style Front Grille

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System
(TPMS Sensors)

Front Light Bar fitted with 3
CE Aproved Spot Lights

Front Light Guards

Supply & Fit Red Rock Roller Shutter

PWR Intercooler Supply & Fit

Tailored Rubber Tray Mats

Supply & Fit Pegasus Truck Top
(Central Locking)

Replacement Air Filter

Graphics Pack (Striped Bonnet & Sides)

Supply & Fit EGR Painted Tonneau

Colour Coded Seat Belts

Engine Remap

Full Vehicle Wrap

Side Exit Exhaust

2” Suspension Lift Springs /
Shocks & Leafs

OPTIONAL UPGRADES
Leather Retrim of Original Seats
(Front / Rear)

DV8 WORKS FORD RANGER

ARMOURED

DV8 WORKS FORD RANGER ARMOURED

A RUGGED REINVENTION
Building on the solid design foundation from Ford, our design team has sharpened its
aggressive personality inside and out. Aspects such as wider arches with 18” wheels for
a stronger stance, original DV8 mesh grille and the jaw-dropping DV8 Black Pack come
together to create a true original. It’s armed and ready for whatever you throw at it.

FITTED AS STANDARD
18” DV8 Armoured Edition Matte
Black Alloys, coupled with 265/65/18
B F Goodrich AT Tyres

DV8 Custom Front Grille

LED Smoked Rear Light

DV8 Matte Black Front-Mount Nudge Bar

Black Pack ( Wildtrak ) All Grey Parts

Tailgate Dampers

Privacy Glass

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System
(TPMS Sensors)

Extended Wheel Arches

OPTIONAL UPGRADES
Leather Retrim of Original Seats
(Front / Rear)

Supply & Fit Red Rock Roller Shutter

40” LED Light Bar Roof Mounted

Supply & Fit Pegasus Truck Top
(Central Locking)
Supply & Fit EGR Painted Tonneau

20” LED Light Bar CE Approved
behind Grille

Engine Remap

Front light guards

Side Exit Exhaust

Full Vehicle Wrap

Replacement Air Filter

DRL Lights Inc Colour Coding

PWR Intercooler Supply & Fit

2” Suspension Lift Springs /
Shocks & Leafs

Tailored Rubber Tray Mats
Graphics Pack (Striped Bonnet & Sides)

Colour Coded Seat Belts

DV8 WORKS FORD RANGER

ARMOURED+

DV8 WORKS FORD RANGER ARMOURED+

DOMINATE YOUR WORLD
Everything about the Armoured+ is full on. When on board this brooding menace you’ll ride with
20” wheels and tyres atop a 2”suspension lift – altogether giving you an impressive extra 4” of ride
height. Dominating any space it inhabits, the Armoured+ is crafted to stand out from the crowd. And
perform at a moment’s notice.

FITTED AS STANDARD
Custom 20” DV8 Armoured Edition
Matte Black Alloys, coupled with
305/50/20 Maxxis MT Tyres

DV8 Custom Front Grille

Privacy Glass

DV8 Matte Black Front-Mount Nudge Bar

LED Smoked Rear Light

Tailgate Dampers

Front Light Guards

Black Pack ( Wildtrak ) All Grey Parts

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System
(TPMS Sensors)

Extended Wheel Arches

Custom Colour-Coded DRLs

Pedders 2” Suspension Lift Kit

OPTIONAL UPGRADES
Leather Retrim of Original Seats
(Front / Rear)

Supply & Fit Red Rock Roller Shutter

40” LED Light Bar Roof Mounted

Supply & Fit Pegasus Truck Top
(Central Locking)
Supply & Fit EGR Painted Tonneau

20” LED Light Bar CE Approved
behind Grille

Engine Remap

Replacement Air Filter

Side Exit Exhaust

Full Vehicle Wrap

PWR Intercooler Supply & Fit

Tailored Rubber Tray Mats
Graphics Pack (Striped Bonnet & Sides)

Colour Coded Seat Belts

REINVENTING THE WHEEL

DV8 ORIGINAL WHEELS

20” DV8 ARMOURED EDITION

20” HAWKE MAMBA

18” DV8 ARMOURED EDITION

Fit the ultimate aggressive wheel and tyre combination
that completely transforms the look of your Ranger.
With the wide offset it pushes the wheel out – and once
paired with the Maxxis Mud Terrain 305/50/20 tyre –
your vehicle takes on a whole new persona. It offers
a load rating of 1100kg, so you’re covered for even
the toughest loads.

At 20” this setup gives your Ranger a staunch, rugged
appeal with its Cooper 285/50/20 All Terrain tyre.
The wide offset sits them at the edge of the arch for a
more masculine style, plus it’ll eat through any terrain you
through at it. The package gives you a load rating
of 1100kg, so it can handle the toughest of jobs.

Paired up with a 265/65/18 BF Goodrich All Terrain Tyre,
the DV8 Armoured Alloy Wheels offers a gentler ride
yet still drastically enhances the look of your Ranger.
And to make sure you can handle the biggest tasks,
it offers a load rating of 1100kg.

Fitted as standard on Armoured+

Fitted as standard on Hawke

Fitted as standard on Armoured

MAKE IT YOURS

EXTERIOR BODY ENHANCEMENTS

PRIVACY
GLASS

TAILGATE
DAMPERS

DV8 CUSTOM
FRONT GRILLE

RAPTOR STYLE
FRONT GRILLE

Cut out the sun’s rays and treat your cabin to extra privacy
too. Not only that, it adds a sleeker more aggresive feel to
the overall look of your Ranger.

Fitted as an extra safety feature saving fingers and limbs,
tailgate dampers control the lowering of the tailgate to a
slow, smooth descent.

Fastidiously handcrafted, our custom-made, bespoke
grille helps to create the aggressive stealth look that’s
become synonymous with the DV8 style.

As a homage to the Ford F150 trucks, we’ve crafted a front
grille with the word ‘Ford’ carefully inscribed in the file.

Fitted as standard on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

Fitted as standard on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

Fitted as standard on Armoured+ and Armoured

Optional upgrade on Armoured+ and Armoured

EVERYTHING TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS

EXTERIOR BODY ENHANCEMENTS

DV8 MATT BLACK FRONT
MOUNT NUDGE BAR

PEDDERS 2”
SUSPENSION LIFT KIT

EXTENDED WHEEL
ARCHES

Specially made for DV8, the nudge bars sit 2” lower than
other manufacturers’ to ensure the proper clearance
between the bumper and nudge bar. This also ensures it
aligns with the side steps.

A bespoke setup created directly with Pedders,
this unique suspension setup enhances the feel of the car
and is ready to perform at a moment’s notice.

We carefully colour match each arch to the individual vehicle,
then bond them directly to the body. It’s an intensive two day
process that creates a robust, OE standard finish.

Fitted as standard on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

Fitted as standard on Armoured+ and Hawke

Fitted as standard on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

YOUR RANGER. YOUR WAY.

EXTERIOR BODY ENHANCEMENTS

GRAPHICS
PACK

VEHICLE
WRAPS

ROLLING SHUTTER
BED COVER

PAINTED HARD TONNEAU
TRUCK BED COVER

A bold double stripe follows the lines of the bonnet, roof
and rear of the vehicle. Affixed using industry-leading 3M
adhesive, this visual enhancement will go the distance.
We also fit stripes to the lower part of the doors.

Completely reimagining the visual appeal of any Ranger,
we precisely apply full wraps, half wraps or any custom
works. We only ever use 3M for guaranteed performance.

Not only does it add a sleek look to overall style of your
Ranger, it gives extra security and practicality for all of
your possessions.

Fitting perfectly with your Ranger aesthetics, the tonneau
cover not only looks great, it adds a great deal of security
to your vehicle too.

Optional Upgrade on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

Optional Upgrade on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

Optional Upgrade on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

Optional Upgrade on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

LIGHT THE WAY

EXTERIOR BODY ENHANCEMENTS

40” ROOF- MOUNTED
LED LIGHT BAR

20” FRONT-MOUNT
LED LIGHT BAR

FRONT LIGHT
GUARDS

SMOKED LED
REAR LIGHTS

Operated using a rocker switch on the centre console,
the 40” light bar fully illuminates even the darkest off-road
trails. Due to regulations, it can’t be used on the road.

Fitting seamlessly with your Ranger’s look, this light bar is
CE Approved and links directly to your headlights. They’re
also fully road legal, so you can use them whenever, wherever.

Our specialists individually sand each one down and then
fastidiously respray them. Most custom builders would
simply stick on new decals – it’s just not our way.

Not only does the smoked effect look more aggressive,
the LED light inside cuts through the dark with ease.
We also fit stand alone fog lights in accordance with EU
regulataions – which other custom builders don’t usually do.
The reason is simple: if we didn’t, it would fail its MOT.

Optional Upgrade on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

Optional Upgrade on Armoured+ and Armoured

Fitted as standard on Armoured+ and Hawke

Fitted as standard on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

UNLEASH YOUR RANGER’S POTENTIAL

PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENTS

REPLACEMENT
AIR FILTER

DV8 SIDE EXIT
EXHAUST PIPE

PWR FRONT-MOUNT
INTERCOOLER

ENGINE
REMAP

Changing the air filter helps prolong your engine’s life, as it
traps dirt and debris that can damage internal engine parts
like cylinders and pistons.

Custom-made and hand finished, the stunning DV8
side-exit exhaust pipe adds a more masculine,
aggressive feel to your Ranger.

A clever piece of kit, the PWR cools the air compressed
by the turbo/supercharger, reducing its temperature and in
turn increasing the density of the air supplied to the engine.
This increases both its power and efficiency.

From complex remaps of the actual ECU to plug and play
units, our technicians can tune your Ranger to precisely
the performance rating you’re looking for.

Optional Upgrade on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

Optional Upgrade on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

Optional Upgrade on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

Optional Upgrade on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

ENHANCE YOUR RANGER’S APPEAL

INTERIOR ENHANCEMENTS

HAND-PICKED ITALIAN LEATHER
WITH ORANGE STITCHING
Hard wearing, yet soft to the touch, the Nappa Italian leather creates
a truly inviting and luxurious cabin. Its perforated surface offers great
ventilation, making it very comfortable in hot weather even if your
skin comes into contact with the leather.
Finished to OEM quality with contrasting orange stitching, it’s a DV8
touch that will set your Ranger apart from the rest.
Optional Upgrade on Armoured+, Armoured and Hawke

TRUCK TOP FEATURES
Central Locking on all 3 doors
Professionally finished in manufacturer
colours using DuPont paint

CROWNING GLORY

TRUCK TOP
There’s only one choice when it comes
to truck tops – Pegasus.
This market leading brand creates a product
that aligns perfectly with DV8’s perfectionist
approach.
Our technicians will carefully custom fit
your Ranger, utterly transforming both its
visual appeal and practicality. Not only that,
we’ll link it direclty to your central locking,
fully integrating it into your vehicle.

90% tinted rear and side glass provide added security
Solid door frames with twin locking mechanism
Twin side opening doors for easy access
Rear spoiler with high level LED brake light
Door operated automatic interior LED light
Unique water draining system for a water tight seal
Suspended high-quality roof lining
Interior ventilation for low condensation build up
Matching roof flutes to the roof of the vehicle
Single plug electrics for easy removal of hardtop
3-year warranty on all parts (excluding glass)
Front sliding bulkhead window

MODEL SHOWN: FORD RANGER ARMOURED+

BLACK PACK
FRONT GRILLE
A DV8 original design, the front grille ‘Ranger’ stamp
is smoothed out to create a more covert aesthetic.

Fitted as standard on Armoured+

RIDE IN STEALTH

BLACK TOP
Every handle, grille and side step is painstakingly
turned black by our craftsmen to create a
stealthy Ford Ranger that you’ll long to return
to and enjoy. The Black Top pack consists of a
hand selected number of parts to achieve an
eye-catching look.

BLACK PACK
LIGHT GUARDS
Individually sanded down and fastidiously resprayed
black, it’s a small part that makes a huge difference.

Fitted as standard on Armoured+

BLACK PACK
DOOR HANDLES
Each handle is resprayed to create a seamless look
– it’s simply not in our DNA to just affix black decals.

Fitted as standard on Armoured+
MODEL SHOWN: FORD RANGER ARMOURED+

ANY COLOUR

AS LONG AS IT’S BLACK

BLACK PACK
ROOF RAILS

BLACK PACK
WING MIRROR

Following the sinuous lines of the roof, by updating the
Roof Rails to black it pulls together the whole vehicle.

Our specialists finely sand and respray the caps black, and
when fitted to the Armoured+, the housing undergoes the
same attention.

Fitted as standard on Armoured+

BLACK PACK
SIDE STEP

BLACK PACK
REAR BUMPER

As the original step is chrome, we carefully wrap them in
matte black coverings to make the perfect entrance.

Completing the Black Pack’s encompassing style,
our specialists treat the back bumper to the same
black overhaul.

Fitted as standard on Armoured+

Fitted as standard on Armoured+

